Nerve-tumour interaction enhances the aggressiveness of oral squamous cell carcinoma.
Perineural invasion (PNI) is a poor prognostic pathologic feature of oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC). The mechanisms of PNI remain poorly understood, and nerve-tumour interactions have been implicated for its pathogenesis. Systematic investigation of nerve-tumour interactions was performed using fresh human peripheral nerve. In vitro and in vivo models were used to determine the ability of human peripheral nerves to enhance OSCC migration/invasion. Retrospective cohort study was also carried out in one medical centre from 2001 to 2009. 314 T1-2 OSCC patients. In the transwell migration/invasion assay, the cells in five representative fields were counted. In the nerve implantation model, tumour size was estimated. PNI quantification by PNI focus number was carried out in the OSCC patients to correlate with cervical lymph node metastasis and oncologic outcomes. The transwell migration/invasion assay demonstrated that human peripheral nerves, compared with subcutaneous soft tissue, significantly enhanced the migration/invasion abilities of OSCC. Moreover, the enhanced migration was dose-dependent with increased length or number of peripheral nerve segments. The nerve implantation model showed that human peripheral nerve also enhanced OSCC growth in vivo. Finally, increased PNI focus number was found dose-dependently associated with increased cervical lymph node metastasis and decreased 5-year disease-specific survival rates. These results clearly indicated the presence of nerve-tumour interaction that involved paracrine influences leading to aggressiveness of OSCC. Further investigations are required to explore key cell types and molecules involved in nerve-tumour interactions for future therapeutic targeting of PNI in OSCC.